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Data Base 2 
 Data Base Design 

 Data Warehouses 

 Differences between DB and DW Design 

 Practical work 

 RESULT OR OPEN ISSUE 



Data Base Design 
 Data Base-a collection of DATA, used to represent 

information of interest to an information system, 
managed by a DBMS. 

 

 

 Database Management System-DBMS: 

    Software system able to manage collection of 
data(large, shared, persistent)and to ensure their 
reliability and privacy 



Data Warehouses(DW) 
 Data warehousing is a collection of methods, technologies 

and tools to assist the knowledge worker (executive, 
director, manager, analyst) to carry out data analysis aimed 
at decision-making processes and at implementing the 
improvement of information assets 

• A Data Warehouse is a collection of data that supports 
decision making and having the following characteristics: 

• oriented to the subject of interest 
• integrated and consistent 
• representative of the temporal evolution 
• non-volatile 

 



Data Warehouses(DW) 
 Business Intelligence: Business intelligence is closely related to data 

warehousing.  
 Business intelligence tools are a type of application software designed 

to retrieve, analyze and report data. The tools generally read data that 
have been previously stored, often, though not necessarily, in a data 
warehouse or data mart. Tools covered are: 

 Database, Hardware 
 ETL (Extraction, Transformation, and Loading) 
 OLAP 
 Reporting 
 Metadata 
 - Steps: 
 Data Analysis techniques: Once the data has been cleansed, integrated 

and transformed, we must understand how to take full advantage of 
information. 



Extraction, Transformation and Loading 
to feed a single data source, detailed, comprehensive and high quality  
 
 



OLAP(On Line Analytical Processing) 
 It is the primary mode to use information contained in a DW 

 Allows users, whose needs are not easily identifiable in advance, to analyze and 
explore data interactively on the basis of the multidimensional model 

 While users of reporting tools play an essentially passive role, OLAP users are 
able to build actively a session of analysis complex in which each step is carried 
out starting from results obtained in the previous step 

 An OLAP session consists of a navigation path that reflects the procedure of 
analysis of one or more events of interest under various aspects and at different 
levels of detail. This path takes the form of a sequence of queries often not 
directly formulated, but obtained manipulating the previous query 

 Every step of the analysis session is marked by the application of an OLAP 
operator that transforms the last query into a new one 

 The result of the query is multidimensional; OLAP tools typically represent the 
data in a table showing the different dimensions using multiple headers, 
colors, etc.. 



Quality 
 Factors that characterize the quality of data in a DW: 
 Accuracy: conformity between the stored value and the real one  

 Actuality: stored data are not obsolete  

 Completeness: no shortage of information  

 Consistency: uniform representation of the data  

 Availability: data are readily available to the user  

 Traceability: you can trace the source of each data  

 Clarity: data are easily interpretable  

 A basic role in the achievement of data quality is assigned to the 
business organization, and can be effectively done only by developing 
an appropriate and timely certification mechanism that identifies a 
restricted set of users responsible for the data 

 



Security 
Control permissions 
 within front-end tools or using services provided by operating systems 

Auditing 
 techniques provided by the DBMS servers are generally not sufficient 

and so you must rely on mechanisms implemented by OLAP engines 

Data access for user profile 
 basic requirements are related to the masking of whole cubes, of 

certain "slices", of certain measures to them 

 it is often necessary to hide the data of a cube, beyond a given 
level of detail 



Summarize: 
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Download and Install Pentaho Data Integration. 

 servername=oracle.unicam.it 

 DB Name=UGOV 

 portnumber=1521 

 username=POLZONETTI 

 password:****** 

Connection to Esse3 Oracle DW and Download 24 
table to the local Database 



Analyze University DW Design  
(From table P09_AD_GEN to table P12_DOM_CT) 

SELECT *FROM ESSE3_UNICAM.P11_AD_PIANI WHERE STU_ID BETWEEN 1 AND 2000 

SELECT *FROM ESSE3_UNICAM.P11_AD_REG WHERE STU_ID BETWEEN 1 AND 2000 

SELECT *FROM ESSE3_UNICAM.P11_AD_SCE WHERE STU_ID BETWEEN 1 AND 2000 

After load the tables inside the our server (survey.unicam.it) we changed the 

engine of the tables with the following instruction: 

 ALTER TABLE  tablename ENGINE=InnoDB; 

 



 A primary key uniquely identify a row in a table. One or more columns 
may be identified as the primary key. The values in a single column 
used as the primary key must be unique (like a person’s social security 
number). When more than one column is used, the combination of 
column values must be unique. 

 

 

 

 ALTER TABLE esse3db.p09_ad_cds ADD PRIMARY KEY (`CDS_ID`, 
`AD_ID`, `AA_OFF_ID`) ; 

 

Analyze University DW Design  
(From table P09_AD_GEN to table P12_DOM_CT) 



 A foreign key is a field (or fields) that points to the primary key of 
another table. The purpose of the foreign key is to ensure referential 
integrity of the data. In other words, only values that are supposed to 
appear in the database are permitted. 

 

 Before creating the foreign key, we create Indexes for each foreign key: 

create unique index ad_id on P09_AD_GEN(ad_id); 

 Then we create the foreign keys: 

ALTER TABLE P09_AD_CDS ADD FOREIGN KEY (ad_id) 

REFERENCES P09_AD_GEN(ad_id) ON DELETE CASCADE; 

Analyze University DW Design  
(From table P09_AD_GEN to table P12_DOM_CT) 





Upload the Tables  

 Servername=survey.cs.unicam.it 

 DB name =esse3 

 Portnumber=3306 

 User name=esse3 

 Password=esse3 



Pentaho Report Designer 

      Pentaho Report Designer is a sophisticated report creation tool that 
you can use standalone, or as part of the larger Pentaho Business 
Analytics distribution. It enables professionals to create highly detailed, 
"pixel-perfect" reports based on adequately prepared data from virtually 
any data source. 

     Report Designer is not the only way to create reports with Pentaho 
software. Through the BI Server's Web-based Pentaho User Console you 
can also use the Interactive Reporting interface, or you can integrate the 
Pentaho Reporting engine (on which Report Designer is built) into your 
own software. If you're an XML guru, you could also use Design Studio 
to create a report by hand via an action sequence. 



Example1: 
 In this example we need to provide a report to make a compar- ison between the total 

number of students for 4 courses in the last 3 years. 

 

We will use the following query to make this report: 

 

        select count(P04_MAT.STU_ID) as Total,P04_MAT.AA_ISCR_ID 

        as  Year,P06_CDS.DES as Corso 

        from P04_MAT,P06_CDS 

        where P06_CDS.CDS_ID=P04_MAT.CDS_ID and (P06_CDS.CDS_ID between 

10040            and 10047)  and AA_ISCR_ID between 2009 and 2011 

        group by P06_CDS.DES,AA_ISCR_ID          

 

  To do this report we need to P04_MAT table that contain of the register information 

about the students STU_ID , RIGESTER YEAR,DIPARTMENT CODE... ,and P06_CDS 

table that contain the information about all courses provided by the university. 

         using  P06_CDS.CDS_ID,P04_MAT.CDS_ID we can connect 

         P06_CDS and P04_MAT 



Comparison between numbers of registered students 
between 2008 and 2011 





Example2: 
 In this example we need to provide a report to make a compar- ison between the total 

number of students living in Camerino are studying university of camerino from 1950 to 

2012. 

We will use the following query to make this report: 

SELECT COUNT(P01_ANAPER.PERS_ID) AS TOTAL,P04_MAT.AA_ISCR_ID AS YEAR 

FROM esse3db.P01_ANAPER,esse3db.P01_STU,esse3db.P04_MAT 

WHERE ((P01_ANAPER.PERS_ID=P01_STU.PERS_ID) AND 

(P01_STU.STU_ID=p04_mat.STU_ID))  

AND P01_ANAPER.CAP_RES=62032 AND P04_MAT.AA_ISCR_ID between 1950 and 

2012 

group by P01_ANAPER.CAP_RES,AA_ISCR_ID 

 

To do this report we need to P01_ANNAPER table that contain the PERS_ID and 

CAP_RES=62032... ,and this 

((P01_ANAPER.PERS_ID=P01_STU.PERS_ID) AND 

(P01_STU.STU_ID=p04_mat.STU_ID)) 

    is used to join the three tables. 



Students who is living in Camerino study at 
University of Camerino 





RESULT OR OPEN ISSUE: 
Pantaho: 
Pentaho is innovative low cost business analytic tool (BI Tool), which helps you to visualize and analyze data 
in form of business information. Through Pentaho you can build interactive Reports & Dashboards to 
discover the trends and anomalies in business. 
In short, Pentaho is BI platform which support the BI Reporting, Analysis, Dashboards, Data Mining, data 
Integration. Pentaho is Open Source BI tool, on another hand there is Enterprise Edition Pentaho tool and 
on request support is also available.  
What I should choose between Pentaho Community Edition OR Enterprise Edition? 

Mysql: 
MySQL is a open source Relational Database Management System. MySQL is very fast reliable and flexible 
Database Management System. It provides a very high performance and it is multi threaded and multi user 
Relational Database management system. 
MySQL is one of the most popular relational database Management System on the web. The MySQL 
Database has become the world's most popular open source Database, because it is free and available on 
almost all the platforms. The MySQL can run on Unix , window, and Mac OS. MySQL is used for the internet 
applications as it provides good speed and is very secure. 



RESULT OR OPEN ISSUE: 
Pentaho Reporting: 

Pentaho Reporting Community Edition (CE) which includes the Pentaho Report Designer, 

 Pentaho Reporting Engine, Pentaho Reporting SDK and the common reporting libraries 

shared with the entire Pentaho BI Platform. This suite of open-source reporting tools allows  

you to create relational and analytical reports from a wide range of data-sources and output  

types including: PDF, Excel, HTML, Text, Rich-Text-File and XML and CSV outputs of your  

data. The OpenFormula/Excel-formula expressions help you to create more dynamic reports  

exactly the way you want them. The open architecture and powerful API and extension  

points make sure this system can grow with your requirements. 
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